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ARGUMENT
RESPONSE TO NEW l\1ATTERS RAISED IN OPPOSING BRIRF
No party opposing Mr. Johnson's diligence claim has pointed t.o a court. decree

barring diligence claims as is required under Utah Code §73-5-13(7)(a). Section 73-5-13(7)
suppo1ts Mr. Johnson's interpretation of how the general adjudication stat11te and diligence
claim statute interact, and if Johnson's interpretation of statute is correct, then he must
prevail on this appeal, because the Slate Engineer, based on his own determination about
the validity of the claim, improperly and collaterally attacked Mr. Johnson's claim until
key witnesses were dead or incapacitated and Mr. Johnson's claim was forever prejudiced.
In effect, the State Engineer attempted to replace his own determination for a judicial
determination, and is now attempting to hide behind an interpretation of statute that stands
in direct contradiction to his own practice of accepting diligence claims even after
publication of a proposed determination.

I.

~

The State Engineer's interpretation of statute must fail because the triggering
event clause of Section 73-5-13(7) does not limit the scope of its statutory mandate,
and because the plain language requires that the State Engineer continue to accept
diligence claims until a court decree is entered pursuant to its Subsection (a).

~

The State Engineer attacks Mr. Johnson's interpretation of statute by attempting to
argue a very limited application of the mandate of Section 73-5-13(7)(a). The mandate 1
states that a court "may, by decree, prohibit future [diligence] claims ... after completion of
the final summons." This provision shows that the legislature has not, and does not, intend

i-:iJ

1

When the language of a statute requires certain action or inaction on the part of a party
to achieve a certain result, such language is a statutory "mandate" whether it employs the
world "shall" or some other action verb.
1
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for diligence claims to be automatically barred as a result of the summons process and
publication, but by specific decree. 2 Furthermore, Section 73-5-13(7)(b) requires that once
a decree under Subsection (a) is given, the State Engineer "shall return the claim to the
claimant without further action." This provision shows that the legislature expects the State
Engineer to continue to accept diligence claims until "a court has prohibited filing (of
diligence claims] under Subsection (7)(a) [i.e. "by decree"]." hldeed the prior conduct of
the State Engineer confinns this understanding, and directly contradicts the position now
advocated by the State Engineer. If the State Engineer believes this claim to be true, then
why has he historically accepted diligence claims after the publication of a proposed

~

determination? The St.ate Engineer at.tempts t.o keep out the State Engineer's past conduct
out of the record, and instead focuses on a peculiar interpretation of Utah Code §73-4-22
to justify his unconventional treatment of Mr. Johnson's claim.

The State Engineer

attempts to use the language "after completion of the final summons" to narrow the
applicability of the mandate of Section 73-5-13(7)(a) to only unknown claimants. The
State Engineer hopes to thereby exclude Mr. Johnson's claim from the mandate and justify
his w1ique treatment ofD6919. But the language "after completion of the final summons"
operates only as a triggering phrase indicating when the Court "may, by decree, prohibit
future claims from being filed under this section in the general adjudication area., division.,
or subdivision." The drafters of the statute, in order to make even more clear when the
triggering event of"completion of the final summons" occurs, clarified the triggering event

2

The State Engineer has admitted that it is a court decree that closes the acceptance of
diligence claims. See argument in Section III of this Reply Brief.
2
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by adding the words "in accordance with Section 73-4-22." Utah Code §73-4-22 requires
ijj

the completion of three phases of serving and publishing the summons upon both known
and unlmown claimants. The State Engineer ignores two thirds of the statute and focuses
solely on the third phase and and argues that because the last of the three stages is only
upon unknown claimants, then the legislature must have intended that Section 73-4-22
limit the scope of the mandate of Section 73-5-13(7)(a) to only unknown claimants. 3 First
of all, there is simply no logical reason to assume that the legislature's clarification of a
triggering event is meant to limit the scope of the substantive mandate of Section 73-5-

~

13(7). Second of all, even if it could have an effect to narrow the scope, Section 73-4-22
is not as narrow as the State Engineer argues. In fact, Section 73-4-22 is inclusive of all
forms of serving and publishing summons in a general adjudication upon both known and
unknown claimants. There is simply no reason to use the triggering reference to Section

73-4-22 to limit the scope of the operative mandate of Section 73-5-13(7)(a). Thus, the
\ii

better interpretation of Section 73-5-13(7)(a) is that a court may, by decree, prohibit future
[diligence] claims ... after completion [of all three phases of serving and publishing the
summons]." This latter interpretation is supported by the fact that the statute references all
of Section 73-4-22, including all three phases of issuing or publishing summons whether
upon known or unknown claimants. This interpretation is also supported by the fact that,
under the immediately following Section 73-5-13(7)(b), the legislature clearly expects the

3

The only logic to connect the State Engineer's conclusion to his argument is that he
interprets the word "final" in "final summons" to indicate only the last phase of the
summons process rather than the completion of the summons process.
3
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~

State Engineer to continue to accept a/l4 diligence claims, without respect to whether the
claims are from previously known or unknown claimants, until "a court has prohibited
filing under Subsection (7)(a)," Thus, the legislative intent is made clear regarding the
interaction between the diligence claim statute and the general adjudication statute, and
because the State Engineer cannot point to a court decree made pursuant to Subsection
(7)(a), the State Engineer must continue, as has been the legislative intent and has been his
historical practice (except as to Mr. Johnson), to accept diligence claims and not prevent
them from advancing to a judicial determination until a court decree is entered pursuant to
Section 73-5-l 7(a). 5 The State Engineer in this case accepted the diligence claim, but then
pr~judicially determined that it was invalid, and sought to collaterally attack and prevent
the claim from being judicially adjudicated by proposing an Amendment. The State
Engineer also attempts to keep off the record his own public records that would show that
he has accepted and supported diligence claims in the area of this general adjudication in
direct contravention of the interpretation of statute that he now self-servingly advocates.
Any showing that he has accepted and supported the judicial adjudication of diligence
claims in the area of this general adjudication would reveal the duplicitous and false nature
of his argument and his denial of due process to Johnson. The Court should take notice of
the State Engineer's public records because the issue of the State Engineer's duplicitous

4

The language used is not exclusive as to future claims: "[ all] future claims"
Section 73-5-13(7) was not in effect until 2016, but is being offered by Mr. Johnson as
supporting evidence of how the legislature, and the State Engineer for that matter, have
always viewed the interaction of the diligence claim statute and the general adjudication
statute.
5

4
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~

behavior was raised below and is germane to this case. See Section IV of this Reply Brief,
Ci.t

pg 10. The circumstances of the State Engineer's contra<lictory hehavior offenrls the puhlic
conscience ancl 1encl8 credibility to claims of a conspiracy between the State Engineer and

certain parties to arbitrarily allow certain diligence claims and prohibit others. Examples
of such claims of suspicion are attached as Addendum A.

II.
The State Engineer violated Mr. Johnson's due process rights when he broke
with prior practice and collaterally attacked diligence claim D6919 by seeking an
Amendment.
The State Engineer admits that the basis for his actions was his belief that "D6919
was an attempt to duck the statute." Therefore, "the State Engineer prepared and filed a
2000 Amendment, which recommended disallowing D6919." See Brief of Appellee Utah
State Engineer, pg 18. The State Engineer lacks authority to take collateral action to quash
a diligence claim because he feels it is invalid; quashing is the duty of the courts of Utah.

Mr. Johnson challenges the State Engineer's usurpation of the courts' authority. Ultimately
Cf

the State Engineer acted improperly and impeded Mr. Johnson's claim until a fair
adjudication on the merits was impossible due to the death or incapacitation of his
witnesses, leaving Mr. Johnson with this lawsuit as the only recourse for the State
Engineer's wrongful behavior.
Diligence claim D6919 is a distinct diligence claim asserting a right to water used

~

before 1903 that was not covered in the general adjudication. The United States attempts
to exploit Mr. Johnson's use of the phrase "corrective claim" to argue Mr. Johnson into a

5
(jJ
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~

comer. 6 Mr. Johnson's use of the word "corrective claim" does not equal an admission
that D6919 covers the same water right(s) as did WUC 53-966. Indeed, if it did, Mr.
Johnson would have no need to file D6919 at all. D6919 is clearly a claim to a diligence
right not already covered by WUC 53-966 or covered in any other way in the proposed
iJ

determination.

The United States is essentially trying to argue that the proposed

determination already counts as a final court decree of D6919. But if that were the case,
the State Engineer would not need to make an Amendment. By seeking the Amendment to
the Proposed Determination, the State Engineer essentially agrees with Mr. Johnson that
D6919 is the assertion of a new right not previously adjudicated in the proposed
determination and in need of "adjudication" by the Amendment. As already discussed
above, a diligence claim may be brought at any time before a court decree is entered, and
because no such decree has been made, Mr. Johnson is entitled to an adjudication on the
merits of the validity of D6919 and this right has been wrongfully taken from him by the
State Engineer's attempt to collaterally attack his claim by the Amendment.
The State Engineer argues that "the 2000 Amendment did not revive any right to
challenge the original Proposed Determination," see Brief of Appellee Utah State Engineer,
pg. 23, but provides no support for this claim, other than to argue that the Amendment was
"not a final determination of any claimed water rights." Id. D6919 is a claim for a diligence
right not represented in the original proposed determination, hence the State Engineer's

6

"Mr. Johnson thus concedes that D6919 is not a new claim, but rather is a "corrective"
filing to expand the scope of the Company's previously adjudicated water right."
Answering Brief for the United State of America, pg. I 0.
6
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Gt.,

apparent need to make a "final determination" of D6919 by Amendment. The statute
~

provides Mr Johnson with two rights: i) a right to bring his diligence claim to the State
Engineer and to have its validity determined on its merits by a court of law, and ii) a right
to object to an amendment to the proposed determination. The State Engineer is attempting
to dispose of these rights through procedural gimmicks. The State Engineer proposes that
an original proposed determination cannot be challenged generally, including by
subsequent diligence claims and/or Amendment. But the State Engineer also admits that,
before a decree is entered, a right remains to make a diligence claim; 7 he only argues about

~

when and how the decree occurs that bars diligence claims. In essence then, a claimant has
a right to challenge the original Proposed Determination until such a decree is entered. The
State Engineer also admits that the original Proposed Determination can be challenged by

~

"fil[ing] ... an objection along with a motion asking the district court to accept the late filing
with good cause ... " - this also is essentially a right to challenge the original Proposed
Gii)

Determination. Therefore, there is no reason to assume that an Amendment does not also
give rise to a right to challenge the original Proposed Determination, especially with
respect to claims related to the Amendment. Indeed, if an Amendment has the power to
change any part of a proposed determination, then the right to object to that change must
equally extend to any part of an original proposed determination reasonably related to or
affected by the Amendment. But Mr. Johnson's claims have been repeatedly condemned
without a fair hearing on the merits. The State Engineer would have this Court order an

7

See Section III of the Reply Brief below.
7
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Amendment to the Proposed Determination that would nullify Mr. Johnson's claim without
a judicial detennination as to its validity. Under the reasoning above, the Amendment itself
gives Mr. Johnson a renewed right to assert his diligence claim, just as would the filing of
a diligence claim before a court decree is entered, or the filing of an objection requesting a
late filing. To hold otheIWise would be to grant the State Engineer adjudicative authority.
TH.

A court decree, and not an automatic bar, closes an area to diligence claims.

The State Engineer admits that it is a court decree, and not an automatic bar, that
closes an area to diligence claims, but then the State Engineer subtly redefines a court
decree to include an automatic bar arising under Utah Code §73-4-22. The State Engineer
admits that "[u ]ntil a court decree closes an area to diligence claims under Utah Code §734-22, the State Engineer is charged with accepting the claim, evaluating the claim based on

a field investigation, and filing a report of investigation on the claim." See Brief of Appellee
Utah State Engineer, pgs. 10, 11. The problem is that Section 73-4-22 says nothing about
closing an area to diligence claims. It merely spells out the process of serving and
publishing summons in a general adjudication. The unspoken assumption is that, despite
its silence on the point, somehow Section 73-4-22 results in a "com1 decree." Not only
does such an interpretation require questionable inferences, but it also stands in direct
contradiction with the legislative intent manifest in Section 73-5-13(7), which requires
diligence claims to be accepted by the State Engineer despite Section 73-4-22, until "a
court has prohibited filing [by decree] under Subsection (7)(a)." Section 73-5-13(7) is
directly on point and, although a belated revision to the statute, a far better indicator of
legislative intent than the vague terminology and questionable inferences that the State
. 8
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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~

Engineer pulls out of Section 73-4-22, which is silent on the subject of the interaction of
~

the statutes, of the acceptance of diligence claims, or of court decrees. At least the parties
agree on one point, a court decree, of some kind or another, is required to bar diligence

daims anJ lu signal to the St.ate Engineer to cease accepting diligence claims. The State
Engineer cannot point to any such decree as it relates to the diligence claims an<l the
Amendment, to which the proposed determination does not apply.

IV. The issues clarified by Utah Code §73-5-13(7) were all raised below and the
public records of the State Engineer contain on their face all the information
necessary to show that the State Engineer has, with the exception of D6919, accepted
and recommended diligence claims even after the supposed 90-day statutory bar.
~

The parties opposing 06919 attempt to keep the State Engineer's public records off
of the record by arguing that the records are not related to any argument raised by Mr.

~

Jonson below, and that the records would be insufficient to support his argument anyway.
However, the argument was raised below and the public records are sufficient support for

Mr. Johnson's claim.
In Green River Canal Co. v. Thayn, 2003 UT 50, ,r 30 n.8, 84 P.3d 1134 (Sup.Ct.)
the Green River Canal Co. ("GRCC") vigorously argued that the court should not hear
~

additional facts which Thayn had failed to argue in the lower court. The court recognized
that Thayn' s counsel had eITed in not discovering and introducing the facts in the lower
court, but found that it could still take judicial notice of the State Engineer's records in
support of the additional facts. Id. at I 134. Tn Lehi lrrig. Co. v . .Jones, 115 Utah 136, 202
P .2d 892 (Utah 1949) the appellant, a pro se litigant, had failed to introduce the State
Engineer's records in the lower court. The court held that a failure to introduce State

9
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Engineer's records was "immaterial" since judicial notice may be taken of these documents
as public records. Id. at 895.

In his response brief, the State Engineer argues that this case is unlike the Green
River or Lehi Irrigation cases because, he alleges, Mr. Johnson is "introduc[ing] a new
argument." 8 This is not true. Mr. Cannon raised in oral argument below all the "specific
issues" 9 pertaining to Utah Code §73-5-13(7). Mr. Johnson, who appeared prose below,
filed his own Memorail~um in Opposition to the State Engineer's Motion for

Summary Judgment on Objection Filed by Evan Johnson.

For the hearing, Mr.

Johnson hired Mr. Cole Cannon to make a limited appearance for the purposes of making
oral argument only. At oral argument, Mr. Cannon repeatedly discussed the relationship
between the diligence claim statute and the general adjudication statute.

Where Mr.

Cannon's argument perhaps most perfectly reflects the gist of this Appeal and Utah Code
§73-5-13(7) is where Mr. Cannon stated "[D6919} is a separate, free-standing, diligence

claim.

If the State Engineer doesn't like it, which they clearly don't, they did what they

were supposed to do. They went out to the site. They said, look, it's not been irrigated.
There's problems. They filed their report. ~They should have let that process play itself
out as any other diligence claim would have. " Mr. Cannon also stated, "I am frankly
confused as to why the State Engineer found it necessary and appropriate to amend the
adjudication. Instead, they should have protested the diligence claim, because it's really

8

Brief of Appellee Utah State Engineer, pg. 26.
The first prong of the three part preservation rule cited by the State Engineer on page 26
of its brief.
9

10
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~

~

the State that's conflating the diligence claim, and the general adjudication process, where
~

they accused Mr. Johnson of conflating those [llvo] [sic} processes.

i1our posWon

is

simple, render unto the general adjudication i,vhal is a general adjudication. Keep this an
island unto itse(f.. This is an independent separate.fUing, and so it should have been dealt
with independently.... " See Transcript of Motion for Summary Judgment, Pg. 24, excerpt
attached as Addendum 2. Mr. Cannon's argument perfectly squares with Mr. Johnson's
request that this Court now consider Utah Code §73-5-13(7) and the public records of the
State Engineer in its interpretation of the relevant statutes. Indeed Section 73-5-13(7) could
(j

be said to be the perfect legislative answer to the issues argued by Mr. Cannon before the
lower court. This provision requires the State Engineer to continue accepting diligem;e
claims until entry of a court decree pursuant to its subsection (a). Subsection (a) presumes
that diligence claims may be made even after the process of serving and publishing
summons is complete. The past behavior of the State Engineer is consistent with this

0iP

understanding, as can be shown by his public records. One thing is clear, however -- Mr.
Cannon made the same argument below that is now being made before this Court. There
is no new argument being made. Mr. Johnson is only asking this Court to do for him what
it did for the pro se litigant in Lehi Irrigation and for Thayn in Green River, viz. to consider
public records (and subsequenl legislalive hislory --· essentially a public record) in supp01t
of his claims. 10 These records wi II show that Lhe Stale Engineer i) has reviewed and

10

The State Engineer cites to the "three part preservation rule" and argues that Mr. Johnson
failed on all three points. This section shows that Mr. Johnson failed, if at all, only on the
third point and that the circumstances of his case have already been adjudged by Utah
appellate courts as constituting an exception to the third point, especially where the
11
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recommended diligence claim rights as a matter of course even after the period that the
State Engineer now claims is a "forever bar" on diligence claims, ii) has shared Mr.
Johnson's (and the legislature's) interpretation of statute until he curiously decided to
single out D6919, and (iii) has violated Mr. Johnson's rights by his unfair treatment of
D6919. Mr. Johnson claims that public records of the State Engineer reveal thousands of
diligence claims that were investigated and recommended by the State Engineer after the
~

supposed "bar an all claims" had passed.
The State Engineer has argued that additional evidence beyond the public records
would be necessary to prove Mr. Johnson's claim. This is incorrect. Mr. Johnson only
needs to show that the State Engineer accepted diligence claims after the supposed bar on
all claims and/or that he recommended diligence claims after the supposed bar on all
claims. The truth is a matter of public record and is found in the existence of the documents
themselves, and needs not even turn on an interpretation of their contents. The records will
show that the State Engineer treated D6919 differently than other diligene claims. Based
on the State Engineer's contradictory behavior, Mr. Johnson has come to believe there may
be a conspiracy to favor certain claimants over others, and has attached Addendum A which
reflects these suspicions.

evidence (i.e. the public records of the State Engineer and subsequent statutory history) is
already a matter of public information. It is important in this case that Mr. Johnson is citing
to Utah Code §73-5-13(7) not as controlling authority but as evidence for his interpretation
of the other contemporaneous and controlling statutes.
12
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CONCLUSION
f, or

the foregoing reasons, the Order below should be overturned, and this Court

should tind that Protestants and the State Engineer are estopped hy laches from o~jecting
due to their failure to prosecute diligently and appropriately their cases. Appellant has been
irreparably harmed by his denial of due process (keeping a party in the court oven for 15
years or 7.5 times longer than lhe 2 year rule) because the evidence in the matter no longer
exists due to the prejudicial prosecution of the matter by the State Engineer. Of the
Appellant's three primary eye witnesses, one has died, one has been incapacitated by
~

stroke, and one by the last stages of Alzheimer's disease. Thus, the diligence claim should
be allowed by order of this Court. Johnson can no longer get a fair trial. Time is of the
essence and is a critical element of justice.
Finally, on a public policy basis, the State Engineer's anti-farmer and pro-federal
control of Utah's water should be recognized, corrected, and made congruent with Utah's
pro-Farmer and anti-federal control policy. There appears to be an insidious prejudice
against Utah farmer's by Utah's Water Buffaloes (the water cartel), the State Engineer, and
the federal government. There is no water shortage in Utah. A state receiving 60 million
acre-feet of water from precipitation while all its 246 cities and businesses use only 1

million acre-foet and all its farmers use only 5 million acre-feet is not short of water in
today's technologically advanced world. The state engineer is complicit with federal
government in seeking to extinguish prior senior farm rights without. the payment of just
compensation in order to enhance federal junior rights and in this instance without even
the justice of due process.
13
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To hold in the State Engineer's favor would be to allow him to simply
"amend" general adjudication and to then claim those affected by the amendment are
forever time baned to even raising an objection to the amendment. Such a policy
effectively transforms the State Engineer's role from investigative to judicial. Clearly, had
the legislature intended such a result they would have so indicated.
Dated and signed this 20th day of January, 2017.

COLE S. CANNON

~
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ADDENDUMl
STORYBOARD REPRESENTING SUSPICIONS OF CONSPIRACY
IN UTAH'S WATER ENFORCEMENT
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UTAH·s

SrA r£- WAr£R ENGINttR

IS ANfl - f ARMER
f-\ND PRO- feotRAL CON1ROL
Df UTAH'S WA1£R
Utah's State Water Engineer is Anti-Farmer and Pro-Federal Control of Utah's water.

You'd U1ink the great state of Utah, the conservative North Star in the West, founded by pioneer
farmers, would be Pro-Farmer and Anti-Federal control of Utah's water.
Double Wrong.
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Utah's Water Cartel (the Big 9) controls the State Engineer, Governor, and Legislature with their
38 lobbyists and 12 water lawyers paid with public water dollars. Oil may have its OPEC. But
Utah's water has its H20PEC.
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What does Utah's Big 9 Water brand look like?
Federal Bureau of Reclamation $2 Trillion (BOR)
Central Utah Water $3.5 Billion (CUP)
SLC Public Utilities $3.7 Billion
Metro SLC & Sandy $1 Billion
PRWUA (Deer Creek) $1 Billion
SPU Sandy $2 Billion
N Jordan Valley $1 Billion
WB Weber Basin $0.2 Billion
WCWWashington County $0.2 Billion
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Here's the problem: Being the first to beneficially use the water, Farmers were given the senior water
rights of first call on the water source. With the construction of dams and reservoirs, the Federal
Government grabbed new junior water rights giving them second call. Hut the .Feds don't like playing
second fiddle. They don't want to be a little fish in a big pond. They want to own it (even though there
are no federal farms or federal uses.)

Today, the Federal Government has 4.4 million acre-feet of new Applications to Appropriate Utah's
water. They should pay for it like anyone else, but why would they when they can get it for free by
cutting Farmer's water using the State Engineer.
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The State Engineer should be rejecting federal water overreach just like the Governor is fighting the
Feds to take back 30 million federal acres of land. Why isn't our State Water Engineer supporting our
lands policies?

'3,Af~ Of ll1AH 60 rlhl.llON Af
ALL CtT\f5 - 1 MILLION I\F
AlL f ARMS -5 M,LLlON Af
REMA,NING WATER

SL\
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There is no need for the State Engineer to take the fanner 's water.
All Utah's 244 cities combined use 1 million acre-feet of water out of Utah's 60 million acre-feet of
annual precipitation, and our hardworking farmers growing the tasty food we eat use only 5 million
acre-feet of water annually. There is no water shortage.
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The Cartel's water shortage myth used to take away farmers' water without paying just compensation is
manure.

~

State water privileges used to be created equal for all- 5 years to use it or lose it. Today the State
Engineer discriminates against farmers.
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But in 2008, the Cartel scammed the Farmers into supporting HB51, while hiding the real intent to
give themselves water forfeiture immunity.

The CARTEL CAN'T LOSE THEIR WATER RIGHTS ever. With HB 51, the State no longer controls
Utah's water. The Cartel does.
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Anti farmer and pro Cartel water legislation continues to add rights to the cartel and take rights away
from farmers.

Today, only the Utah farmer and a little industry are subject to private property water forfeiture. When
will it end?
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Instead of protecting rights of farmers, the State Engineer bas shown a clear pattern of discrimination
against fanners.
1st-Cut Heber Valley farms water 25% where folks farm for a living.

2nd-Cut Carbon County farm water 25% where folks farm for a living.
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3rd-The state engineer waited until afier Salt Lake Valley farmers sold 64,000 acre-feet of water (5
billion gallons) to the Cartel's, then boosted the water turning that 64,000 acre-feet into 80,000 acrefeet by changing the in-igation duty.

SALl LAI(.€ VAUf'/
IRRIGAflON

COMf>Ml/_
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4th- He Dog piled into a lawsuit to frighten a Delta family farmer (The Vincent's) for under irrigating
150 acres, but did nothing about a Salt Lake Valley irrigation company under irrigating 1,000 acres.
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5th- When the Utah Supreme court went against the Cartel to protect farm water transfer rights, The
State Engineer joined forces with the Cartel and Lobbied to change the law making Supreme court
rulings irrelevant.
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6th-The State Engineer will count 3 cows in a barn, but won1t count 100 billion gallons of water in the
city's barns.
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7th-The State Engineer will approve a Cartel water transfer same day, but a farmer can wait years.

NOWATfR
AVAILAf>tf

8th-If a farmer asks for new water in a closed basin, he's quickly denied. If the Cartel or Feds asks for
new water in a closed basin, the application is not denied.
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9th-The State Engineer's Water Right Policeman headquartered Cedar City beelines to Utah County
to "investigate" a farmer who refused to sell his land for conservation.

(,ji)

10th-The State Engineer uses a different measuring stick to minimize Farmer's water than he uses for
the cartel to maximize their water. Consumptive use is not the same size of flow (cfs).
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While farmers sweat in their fields to produce food, the State Engineer and Water Cartel sweat the
Legislature to take the farmer's water without the payment of just compensation.
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Will the State Engineer cut farmer's water in the Bear River Valley for new federal dams and the Bear
River cartel pipeline?
11 th - In 2016, before the cartel began drilling 14 wells 1,600 feet deep on the old Geneva Steel site, the
State Engineer was called into do Proposed Determination work and cut private water 1ights in the area.
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12th- When the cartel wanted to blow $88 million of public water dollars on zombie Geneva Steel water
rights, it called in the State Engineer to give the dead water a clean bill of health. Geneva Steel
claimed it pumped 86,000 acre-feet (about a Deer Creek) from wells on the 1,700 site or 50 acre-feet
extracted per acre with no subsidence. Most of the wells had no pumps. None had well logs, but
magically the State Engineer said lhc water wa~ pronounced healthy. The $88 million went to CitiBank in New York and we got a $88 million bond on our houses.

13 th- When a. farmer conserves water, the savings goes to the Cartel. When the cartel conserves water,
(i)

the State Engineer gives them a new water right.

Public Food Providers (Farmers) and Public Water Providers (Cities) must have equal rights to the use
OF States water, because food is as critical to life as drinking water.
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Call the Governor's Office at 801-538-1000 - Please get us A new State Engineer to protect our fain1ers
and de-federalize our water.
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EXCERPTS FROM ORAL ARGUMENT AT MOTION FOR SUM MAK Y JUJJUMENT
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Motion for Summary Judgment - May 11, 2016

IN THE THIRD DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH

State of Utah Engineer
in Re: General Adjudication,
Case No. 360057298

Petitioner,
~

v.
Water Rights Case, et al.,
Respondents.

TRANSCRIPT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

BEFORE THE HONORABLE LAURA SCOTT

MAY 11, 2016

GI)

THACKER TRANSCRIPTS
801-285-9495
thackertranscripts@gmail.com
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Motion for Summary Judgment - May 11, 2016
24

1

of upset people when the state says we're going to dictate that

2

all water in Utah is public, subject to the rights being used.

3

That's why a diligence claim is in fact distinct from the

4

proposed determination. It is saying I owned my water right

5

before this statute came along, and the evidence we have from

6

this Elsie Olsberg, who was I think 93 years old when she filed

7

her statement, as well as East Warm Creek filed their affidavit,

8

says that this water has been used dating back to 1899.

9

~

It's a separate, free standing, diligence claim. If the

10

State Engineer doesn't like it, which they clearly don't, they

11

did what they were supposed to do. They went out to the site.

12

They said, look, it's not been irrigated. There's problems. They

13

filed their report.
They should have let that process play itself out as

14

15

any other diligence claim would have, but instead the State

16

Engineer, because it was necessary and appropriate, decided to

17

reopen Pandora's Box. He reopened that 1980 general adjudication

18

by amending it .
There's no dispute that Mr. Johnson timely objected

19
20

within 90 days.
THE COURT:

21

So, if they had not filed the 2000 amended,

22

proposed amended adjudication, you would agree that Mr. Johnson

23

would have no standing or no basis for asserting entitlement to

24

the additional water, because there was not a timely objection in

25

1980?
THACKER TRANSCRIPTS

801-285-9495 / thackertranscripts@gmail.com
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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS

IN THE MATTER OF THE GENERAL
DETERMINATION Of TIIE RIGHTS TO
THE USE OF ALL THE WATER, BOTH
SURFACE ANO GROUNDWATER,

WITHIN THE DRAINAGE AREA OF
UTAH LAKE AND JORDAN RIVER IN
UTAH, SALT LAKE, DAVIS, SUMMIT,
WASATCH, SANPETE AND WAB
COUNTIES, IN UTAH.

GP

UTAH STATE ENGINEER, PROVO RIVER
WATER USERS ASSOCIATION,
Appellate Case No. 20160547-SC
METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRJCT OF
SALT LAKE AND SANDY, UTAH LAKE
DISTRIBUTING, AND CENTRAL UTAH
WATER CONSERVANCY DISTRJCT
Appellees,
V.

EVAN JOHNSON,
Appellant.
Gv

APPEAL FROM THE
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT OF OBJECTION
FILED BY EV AN JOHNSON
THE HONORABLE JUDGE SCOTT - THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
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